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P olice officers were disappointed by the 

“warm words” and lack of substance 

from the Home Secretary at this year’s 

PFEW annual conference. 

Priti Patel was full of praise for the police, and 

she promised she would work with them on pay, 

but nothing was offered to make officers feel 

optimistic about the future. 

Issues of pay and conditions dominated the 

meeting in Manchester, as delegates told the 

Home Secretary that many of their members 

were struggling to make ends meet. 

Officer pay has fallen 20% behind the cost of 

living, and they haven’t had a pay increase since 

2020.

Speaking after her keynote speech to the 

conference in Manchester, Cheshire Police 

Federation Chair Jamie Thompson said her 

address lacked detail. 

He explained: “She told us a lot of things we 

already knew. We know how she feels about 

us. We know that she says she supports us and 

we know that she’s seen police officers up and 

down the country because she tells us that all 

the time. 

“It’s something we’ve said for a long time 

about warm words that come from the Home 

Secretary. 

“But I didn’t see any detail today about what 

she’s going to do to support the officers.”

One public protection officer from North Wales 

told the Home Secretary that despite her 23 

years’ service, she had to visit a food bank and 

borrow money from her mum to get by. 

Jamie added: “I’m glad the Home Secretary 

could hear that because that was true and it’s 

happening every single day to our members in 

Cheshire. 

“So I’d urge the Home Secretary to listen. If 

she was here now I’d say, listen to that example, 

it’s not an isolated incident.”

In response to hearing the public protection 

officer’s emotive comments, the Home Secretary 

said: “It illustrates so strongly and powerfully why 

we need to find solutions to pay issues and give 

you the support you rightfully deserve. 

“We have to move this forwards. You have that 

commitment from me. You absolutely do. Steve 

[Hartshorn] and I have our work to do. None of 

this will happen overnight, but you have it from 

me that we will drive this forward and that is a 

commitment I give to you.” 

‘Warm Words’ Falling Flat

“I didn’t see any detail about what she’s going to do to support officers”
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“It’s one of the most traumatic things  
that serving police officers can face”

T he IOPC needs to pay more attention to 

the effect that delays in their investigations 

have on officers’ mental health, Cheshire 

Police Federation has said.

CAPLO and Vice-Chair Dave Howard was 

talking after it was revealed that there are currently 

over 360 IOPC investigations in England and Wales 

that have gone on for more than a year.

And Dave said that while in Cheshire lengthy 

cases are rare, any kind of investigation can have a 

detrimental effect on officers’ wellbeing.

He said: “I’ve dealt with a case that started off as 

a PIP, he was a Key Police Witness. It was proven 

that he was doing nothing wrong, he was doing his 

job, and couldn’t have done anything different. But 

the cop went through two-and-a-half years of hell. 

“Cops say to me quite frequently ‘away from the 

police family, if I lose my job I’ve got nothing’. They 

use the phrase quite often that they’ve got nothing 

left to live for. It’s one of the most traumatic things 

that serving police officers can face.

“The IOPC need to pay attention to the 

individual. As police officers if we’re dealing with a 

victim, we treat them all as individuals. 

“I would just ask that they deal with the 

investigations thoroughly but as quick as they can. 

If police officers have a case that drags on for 12 

months, or longer than six months, in certain cases 

we run out of time for prosecution. 

“I think the IOPC should be completing 

investigations within a 12 month time period. I 

don’t know what takes so much time. 

“If they explained to us what took so much time 

during the investigation, we might be able to digest 

it a bit better, but they don’t give any reasoning.”

Dave said the reason lengthy conduct cases 

are relatively rare in Cheshire is because of the 

relationship the Federation has forged with the 

force’s Professional Standards Department.

He explained: “I’m up there, forging relationships 

with them. They also recognise the work that I’m 

trying to do as CAPLO. I think they get it that I’m 

trying to speed it up for the benefit of somebody 

who’s under investigation.”

That is a stark contrast to the national picture. 

Phill Matthews, PFEW Conduct and Performance 

Lead, said: “We need to put the spotlight on where 

those delays are happening – whether they’re with 

PSDs, coroners, magistrates, or wherever those 

delays sit.”

C heshire Police Federation members 

could have their subscriptions 

increased this year – despite their 

Federation’s opposition to the move.

Subs will go up in proportion with any pay rise 

that is approved in Autumn, following a vote at 

the PFEW annual conference.  

Figures released by the PFEW revealed that 

221 delegates voted for a rise in subscription 

costs, with 170 voting against. The PFEW said it 

needed to put up costs due to soaring inflation, 

upcoming litigation and the financial health of its 

National Reserves Fund.

Tony Condon, Secretary of Cheshire Police 

Federation, said he had opposed the move.

He explained: “It’s quite a disappointment that 

we’ve got officers in Cheshire that are struggling 

to make ends meet. I spoke to two officers last 

week that were choosing between food and fuel 

versus pension payments. 

“It is a really hot topic at the moment, and with 

interest rates going up to 9% and looking to go 

up even further, the concerns I’ve got are how 

our officers are going to 

be able to afford to make 

ends meet.”

The increase would be 

a “minimal amount” and 

would be in line with the 

pay rise. For example, a 

2% pay rise would equate 

to 40p per month – or 37p after tax.

Cheshire Police Federation Chair Jamie 

Thompson said that although he didn’t agree 

with the decision, it did provide an opportunity. 

Speaking after the decision was made, he 

said: “I do understand why they have come to 

this decision, although it is not something that in 

Cheshire we wholly agree with. 

“However, it is an opportunity for us as a local 

Federation to prove our value to the membership 

and that is exactly what we we will be doing. 

“I am very confident that locally we can prove 

value and that we can hold our head up high 

when it comes to our membership, and it’s now 

time for National to do that as well.”

Subs Set For Increase Despite Opposition

Agonising Conduct Ordeals
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Pay Issue Sticks In Officers’ Throats

T his year’s PFEW conference missed its 

opportunity to affect change, according 

to Cheshire Police Federation. 

The PFEW held its first in-person conference 

in four years in Manchester this week (17 and 18 

May) but the meeting fell flat, according to Chair 

Jamie Thompson. 

He said: “I felt that it was a missed opportunity 

to really inspire our members and ignite some 

passion. I didn’t get much passion coming from 

the stage. We talked a lot about everything we 

know is wrong, but you’re preaching to the 

converted. I didn’t hear anything about what 

we’re actually going to do about it.” 

Sessions were held on pay and conditions, 

ill-health retirement, the discipline system, mutual 

aid and other issues. But there wasn’t enough 

diversity of opinion to bring the debates to life, 

Jamie said. 

He added: “Having two of the same voices 

on the stage made it a little bit flat. It would be 

nice to hear a different voice, perhaps, with some 

other ideas. 

“To have someone from the National Council 

who has an opposing view or who can be slightly 

more critical, rather than toeing the party line 

somewhat. 

“This is our conference, this is our time to 

show our members that we’re doing something. 

“I really came out feeling that we’re just going 

to carry on doing the same thing over and over 

again. If you bang your head on a brick wall, it’s 

never going to fall down, you’re just going to end 

up with a hurt head. And that’s where we are at 

the moment.”

A Missed Chance To Change

P olice officers are the only public sector 

workers being “penalised in their 

pockets”, the new Chair of the Police 

Federation of England and Wales has said.

Giving his keynote address at the 2022 PFEW 

Conference in Manchester, Steve Hartshorn 

tackled the issue of police pay – saying it was the 

one issue that “sticks in the throat” of officers.

He said: “Why are my colleagues one of the 

only groups of frontline public sector workers 

being penalised in their pockets?

“Over the last decade, we have seen a real 

term pay cut of around 20%. Other costs 

haven’t stood still – gas, electric and fuel costs 

all continue to rise, and national insurance 

contributions increased. 

“Yet the very people who put their lives on the 

line during the pandemic, alongside other key 

workers, were told they deserve nothing extra 

to help with these costs. They are told they are 

brave; they are told they do a unique job. They 

were thanked for putting themselves and their 

families in danger as Covid gripped the country, 

and yet that acknowledgement – amounted to 

nothing.

“It’s frustrating to see and hear from 

colleagues who are struggling to feed their 

families and going to food banks. It angers me to 

hear good and experienced people talking about 

leaving the job – not because they want to, but 

because they can’t afford not to.”

Steve also called for an increase in annual 

leave for officers, saying current rules based on 

length of service could contravene the Equality 

Act 2010. 

He called for 25 days for new officers, 

reaching the maximum of 30 days after five 

years’ service. Currently, officers have to work for 

20 years to be entitled to 30 days annual leave.

“We talked a lot about everything we know is wrong, but I didn’t hear 
anything about what we’re actually going to do about it”
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“It’s about having honest conversations with people, and not putting 
people into the process who have got no chance of being successful”

F ederations must remember the officer at 

the heart of any ill-health retirement case, 

according to Dan Lever, Cheshire Police 

Federation’s Equality Lead. 

Dan was speaking outside the Police Federation 

of England and Wales’ annual conference in 

Manchester. 

After attending the ‘Navigating Ill-Health 

Retirement’ session, Dan said provision is different 

across all 43 forces. 

He explained: “There’s a skills gap across the 

Federation and in policing, but more so there’s not 

a standard way of dealing with ill-health retirement.  

“There’s nothing that anyone signs up to, to 

potentially look after, ideally, the person that’s going 

through the process. 

“One of the big issues that came out of the 

session was that, regardless of the force or the 

Federation or whoever else is involved in it, it 

involves real people.

“Ultimately there’s real consequences for those 

people going through the process. 

“I think that’s something that’s been missed for a 

long time. It’s certainly something that I applaud the 

Federation for looking at because I think, far too 

often, we don’t put the individual at the centre of it. 

“It all gets mixed up in red tape and dealing 

with policy, Selected Medical Practitioner circulars, 

solicitors and so on.” 

Dan said Cheshire had a good track record in 

dealing with ill-health retirements, and praised the 

SMPs the force works with who do a good job of 

assessing the individual involved. 

He added: “In Cheshire we’re probably in a really 

good position, with a good team. 

“It’s about having honest conversations with 

people, and not putting people into the process 

who have got no chance of being successful. 

“I’m fortunate to be able to stand here and say 

that every ill-health retirement I’ve overseen has 

resulted in retirement. 

“But I think that’s because we assess it the 

right way. We only do it if there’s a real chance of 

success and if it’s the right thing for that individual. 

I’m quite happy with how we’re doing things in 

Cheshire.”

Delegates at the ill-health retirement session 

heard how the process can be adversarial, leaving 

officers feeling even more devalued and more 

unwell.

PFEW Ill-Health Retirement Lead Gemma Fox 

said: “Forces need to understand there are people 

at the end of the process, these are real people 

who are not going through this process by choice, 

they are going through it because they are unwell 

or injured. 

“The biggest thing that could change overnight 

is an element of compassion and an element of 

understanding that police officers need support.

“Forces need to step back, look at their own 

processes and really ask themselves: if they were 

going through that process, how would that make 

them feel?”

A key point was that police forces should invest 

in their Occupational Health departments and be 

more proactive about rehabilitating officers after 

they had been injured on duty. 

Gemma added that she would like to see forces 

sign up to a pledge to ensure high standards in the 

selected medical practitioners that they used.

Putting Officers’ Needs First

O fficer welfare should be front and centre 

of mutual aid operations, despite an 

improvement in the way issues around 

accommodation and food have been dealt with. 

A session on mutual aid at the PFEW 

conference heard that there is still room to improve 

how officers are looked after.

National Board member Steve Taylor told 

delegates: “With these planning operations, being 

involved from the early stages will allow lessons 

learned from previous deployments – around 

accommodation standards, food provision and the 

wellbeing of our officers – not to be repeated again.

“We need to understand that many, if not all, of 

our members are volunteers and the public won’t 

see that. So, we need to make sure our volunteers 

are taken care of while they take care of us.”

Essex Police Chief Constable Ben-Julian 

Harrington added: “There needs to be clarity 

from the get-go for people who will be going on 

deployments. If the officers who are deployed are 

well taken care of, you will see that morale lift.”

Still Room For Improvement On Mutual Aid
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Cops Queue For Payday Food

Driving ‘Catalogue Of Shame’

P olice officers are waiting outside 

supermarkets at midnight until their pay 

lands in their bank account so they can 

afford to shop for food. 

John Partington, PFEW Deputy Secretary, told 

the conference that officers are struggling, having 

not had a pay rise since 2020. Inflation is at a 40-

year high and police pay currently lags 20% behind 

the cost of living. 

He said: “They are not just relying on food 

banks; it’s payday loans and going to family and 

friends for extra money. 

“We’ve got evidence of officers waiting outside 

supermarkets until midnight; waiting until their pay 

goes into their bank account before they can shop. 

“You look at the last pay award, which was 

£250 for the lower paid officers. You start taking 

out National Insurance and pension… and it’s not 

going to do anything for them. 

“So there are big problems going ahead. We’ve 

relied on food banks for quite a while now and it’s 

only going to get worse.”

Andrew Bailey, the Governor of the Bank of 

England, has already warned rising food prices is a 

‘major worry’ for the UK. 

PFEW National Secretary Alex Duncan referred 

to comments by Redditch MP Rachel Maclean 

that people who are struggling to pay the bills 

should consider getting “better-paid jobs”. 

Alex said: “With seven out of 10 police officers 

already thinking about leaving, maybe that will be 

the outcome. 

“That doesn’t sound great for the British public 

or the police service.” 

Alex said the PFEW would be working with the 

Government to improve relations after it withdrew 

from the Police Pay and Remuneration Body last 

year – but that any new mechanism needs to be 

truly independent. 

He said: “We withdrew after years of 

frustration… We are keen to re-engage. The 

answer is not to sit outside the tent for forever and 

a day. 

“But there needs to be meaningful engagement 

and that involves dialogue between us and 

Government. And I do hope moving forward that 

that dialogue goes ahead. Because to date, sadly, 

it hasn’t.”

A ‘catalogue of shame’ has left police 

drivers finding themselves on the 

wrong side of the law.

New legislation means police drivers will be 

able to use their training and expertise in pursuits 

and be appropriately protected in law, but this is 

dependent on them having up-to-date training.

Extra protection for police drivers was included 

in the Police, Crime, Sentencing and Courts Bill 

after a lengthy campaign by the Federation.

The new law takes into account officers’ 

advanced driver training – meaning they will 

no longer be judged against a ‘careful and 

competent’ driving member of the public. 

However, any manoeuvre performed must be 

within their training.  

Tim Rogers, PFEW National Lead for Pursuits 

and Driver Training, described a “catalogue of 

shame where officers were on the wrong side 

of the law, embroiled in lengthy criminal and 

misconduct investigations which have caused 

untold stress”.  

Deputy Chief Constable Terry Woods, National 

Lead for Police Driving, emphasised that the new 

law would only protect drivers if their training is up 

to date. He said: “If some people in your forces 

have slipped out of date, or forces are behind, I 

would argue this needs to be put on the top of 

the list, because it’s an area of high frequency 

and high risk. It is really important.”

Police driver training will be valid for five years, 

and standardised across England and Wales.
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T here is a “crisis in policing” as officers, 

particularly detectives, are struggling 

to manage their workloads following 

changes in CPS guidance.

A panel session focused on last year’s 

changes to the Crown Prosecution Service 

Director’s guidance, DG6, which requires officers 

to provide the CPS with a trial-ready prosecution 

before it makes a decision about charging. 

The new disclosure rules, which started 

in January 2021, have had a massive effect 

on detectives and other officers, increasing 

workloads by 33%. 

In a PFEW detectives survey, almost 96% of 

respondents said the changes had increased 

the number of hours spent on pre-case file 

preparation. In addition, 61% of respondents 

said the changes had increased their intentions 

to leave their role. 

Panellist Ben Hudson, Secretary of Suffolk 

Police Federation, described it as a “crisis in 

policing”. He said: “Morale among colleagues 

is low. It is unnecessary, time-consuming and 

counter-productive to produce full case files 

when people plead guilty straight away. We urge 

the CPS to reconsider the full impact of these 

changes and how they can be mitigated. 

“We cannot afford to lose any more of our 

professional investigators. It also puts off those 

who wish to become detectives.” 

Delegates also heard from officers who were 

affected by the changes, including Sgt Josh 

Ives, who said: “I feel like our hands have been 

tied behind our backs by the changes… It’s 

taking far too long on what many officers feel 

like trivial tasks. The changes are completely 

unsustainable. The system’s broken.” 

Meanwhile Wiltshire PC Georgie Dodd said: 

“Morale is low in the station. You can see officers 

sinking in their seats as they have so much to do. 

I feel we are letting our victims down.”

Director of Public Prosecutions Max Hill QC 

acknowledged the problem but said officers 

could use DG6 to help their investigation.

He said: “I do get it. I know we’re looking at 

police professionals and I can’t put it better than 

it’s about locking up bad people and protecting 

victims of crime. We’re with you on that.

“[DG6] is not there to block you but rather to 

help you in your investigation.”

Nick Ephgrave, Assistant Commissioner of the 

Metropolitan Police and National Police Chiefs’ 

Council (NPCC) Lead for Criminal Justice, said 

issues had arisen due to the need for increased 

rigour around the disclosure law, along with a 

massive increase in the volume of data officers 

were having to deal with in a digital age. 

He suggested that “officers should start 

thinking about disclosure from the outset of an 

investigation to make sure that the burden of 

their workload is being spread out”.

But he added that positive changes were 

coming, as the Solicitor General had completed 

a review of the guidelines and was attempting to 

reduce the burden of redaction and deal with the 

difficult matter of third-party material. 

P olice officers are the “glue that 

holds communities together”, 

former Olympian and World 

Champion athlete Kriss Akabusi told the 

PFEW Conference.

Now working as a motivational 

speaker, Kriss spoke to delegates about 

embracing change, and paid tribute to 

the difficult job officers do up and down 

the country.

He said: “When I open the 

newspapers, I read about the one 

or two people who do things wrong. 

I wonder how many times people 

acknowledge when you do things right. 

It must be tough for you all.”

“It must be tough to be in any 

officer’s position every day and only be 

mentioned when it goes wrong.

“The people in this room make 

material differences to people’s lives 

every day. 

“Policing is about getting people 

across the line. Every day, you get 

people across those lines. You are the 

very best at what you do. I honour you.”

‘Binding Communities’

Policing’s Workload Crisis

“I feel like our hands have been tied behind our backs.  
The changes are completely unsustainable. The system’s broken”
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